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1. INTRODUCTION

The Cultural Heritage digital documentation techniques are well defined for dimensions and architectural graphic representation scales but still not conveniently formalized and codified for very tiny objects. Interfacing with small finds represents a complex challenge due to the level of detail change and the need to update/re-think the measurements operating systems. Nevertheless, the 3D reconstruction of small objects is becoming increasingly widespread in various fields, especially the manufacturing industry, mechanics, medical sciences, including also archaeological documentation, interested in using emerging and available digital methodologies and technologies provided by Geomatics, and aiming at rigorous objects description (Bitelli et al., 2007).

Several solutions for micrometric surveying applications (Hansen et al., 2006), including range-based ones (Tolksdorf et al., 2017), or integrated approaches – still representing the most effective solution (Morena et al., 2019) – are increasingly succeeding in the task.

Unfortunately, most of these technologies are out of reach of most museums and cultural institutions due to the considerable hardware and software costs and the level of expertise required of the operators (Caine and Maggen, 2017). Today’s market demand for practical, low-cost solutions directs the interest towards more affordable alternatives, such as micro-photogrammetry. This solution offers the possibility of obtaining three-dimensional coordinates of an object and, at the same time, the exact corresponding radiometric information from two-dimensional digital images in an accurate, reliable, flexible, and, often, money-saving way.

The issue is even more interesting considering the demand for technologically advanced experiences we are currently used to when visiting museums, art galleries or archaeological sites. All these factors open new frontiers to digital photogrammetry for renewing the use of Cultural Heritage (Mancuso and Pasquali, 2015). In addition, such discipline is open to further technological developments and implementations, such as speeding up the acquisition phase. Today this first step represents its weak point because it is difficult, repetitive and time-consuming for operators.

Starting from this awareness, our current challenge is configuring a highly performative micro-photogrammetric system designed for both: i) micro-photogrammetry most established solutions, based on digital camera combined with macro lenses; ii) and also portable digital microscopes, whose validity has been tested for micro-scale survey also in our previous works.

Thus, this system aims to overcome some of the operational difficulties experienced in recent applications and to contain the problems that affect very close-range photogrammetry, such as not very high resolution, lack of a wide dynamic range, narrow field of view and poor depth of field. Indeed most of the problems that arise – despite the use of increasingly advanced software for photogrammetric processing – are actually generated by purely photographic errors or by a lack of knowledge of photographic tools (Verdiani et al., 2018).

Comparing two procedural solutions – simultaneously evaluating the development of the accurate and cost-effective micro-photogrammetric acquisition system – the authors propose to carry out the digital survey of a 3D printing replica in geopolymer of a tablet with cuneiform writings. This case study has approximately the dimensions of 20 x 22 x 8 mm, and the characteristic wedge-shaped impressions have a depth of 1-3 mm (Figure 1). Tablets inscribed with the cuneiform script were the ‘portable information technology’ of that time; in this case, the text content concerns the administrative information for fish deliveries (the modern correspondent of a packing slip).

The replica, used as a test, is a printed clone of the original 724 tablet (realized by the +LAB, www.piulab.it - Politecnico di Milano) surveyed using an active sensor system by the 3D Survey Group (Politecnico di Milano).
It should be noted that original tablets are easily susceptible to damage, and scholars have limited tools for accessing and recording these finds (Surdi, 2016; Lewis and Ch’ng, 2012). The success of the conducted tests on this copy can ensure that in the future, a digital clone with high accuracy of original cuneiform tablets – or even other similar artefacts with great tiny detail – can be quickly and lows cost obtained for educational and scientific purposes. The digital replica would allow the virtual manipulation of these delicate findings, and facilitate their sharing among a team of archaeologists too, for example, to decipher the content of a text, thus favouring an interdisciplinary study among several experts.

2. RELATED WORKS

Close-range photogrammetry involves many parameters that affect the acquisition process, and this is compounded by increasing difficulties as the scale of application reduces. One of the main problems is the need to include metric references or calibrated objects in the scene, using adequate calibration patterns according to the magnitude of the object to be measured (Lavecchia et al., 2017). Another critical issue concerns the acquisition geometry, which must ensure sufficient overlap between the captured images to reconstruct the object surface and its feature continuity. Furthermore, while turntables facilitate and speed up the acquisition, there are very few possibilities of housing the object in an advantageous position to ensure the necessary base between the camera positions. Finally, it should not be overlooked that the short depth of field issue is emphasized when increasing magnification. This aspect implies that only a tiny portion of the artefact is in focus on the photo, and so only a small portion of the image appears sharp enough to be used for 3D reconstruction (Clini et al., 2016). Indeed the sharpness, joint with photoset density and resolution, determines the output point cloud reliability, accuracy and quality (Westoby et al., 2012). These limitations could affect both the dataset acquisition and processing phases reciprocally. Indeed to ensure the suitable number of point matching and conjugate points computed and the resolution of the 3D model (Kontogianni et al., 2017), the survey times increase because it is necessary to move the camera often to cover the whole object surface. In order to overcome these difficulties, the authors conducted some experiments in previous studies to digital survey very tiny and problematic artefacts by optimizing the acquisition procedures with the design of custom accessories for micro-photogrammetry. Using photographs taken by low-cost Dino-Lite (www.dino-lite.eu) digital microscopes (Figure 2) as a dataset for photogrammetric processing, a not negligible potential for small object modelling – compared with significantly more expensive instruments – was revealed (Antinozzi et al., 2021a).

As is well known, digital handheld microscopes are similar to traditional optical microscopes, except that they are equipped with a CCD camera to output a digital colour image to a monitor. Moreover, among the main types of microscopes, they are the most flexible, the easiest to use, and the least expensive (Atsushi et al., 2011). Born for inspection, documentation, and digital metrology analysis – already widespread in the manufacturing and quality control industry and used in the medical field – digital microscopes can be used for micro-photogrammetric applications, reaching about 0,1 mm accuracy (Esmaili and Ebadi, 2017). It may seem interesting, therefore, to insert these instruments within a systematized photogrammetric workflow. Their main disadvantage is that they are not born purely for photogrammetric purposes and therefore need to be adapted, for example, through the design of a specific calibrator – to guarantee accurate results – and of an automatic system that speeds up the data acquisition. Furthermore, for the same reason, no technical calibration characteristics of the lens system are known.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 An original asset for the micro-photogrammetry

The previous tests conducted by the authors to achieve a digital twin of a complex and detailed 3D printing replica of a tablet with cuneiform writing, as challenging as the original, are valid for defining a first approach to the photogrammetric use of portable digital microscopes (Antinozzi et al., 2021b).
For this reason, the perforated pattern can be used as a constraint points (GCP) grid — homogeneously distributed throughout the whole area — to optimize the alignment of the cameras and scale the model. The calibrated plate was set on a turning table to facilitate and speed up the acquisition phase. Once the magnification rate (optical zoom) has been chosen and placed the digital microscope on a fixed bracket at a fixed inclination, a set of images with sufficient overlap can be acquired by rotating the base. The angle of the plate to the camera is changed after each full rotation (Figure 4 and Figure 5).

The AM7013MZT Dino-Lite digital microscope was employed for this application. It is characterized by a 5-megapixel sensor for crystal clear images and a built-in adjustable polariser to reduce glare and reflection on shiny objects. This model offers a ‘standard’ working distance, as defined by the manufacturer, meaning a distance from the object that varies approximately from 50 to 2 mm: in our case, with a magnification rate of 20x, the focus is obtained at a working distance of 48.7 mm, with a depth of field equal to 3.6 mm.

In general, to overcome the problem of the short depth of field, one possibility would be to close the aperture of the optics as much as possible within the limits of the diffraction phenomena (Sapirstein, 2018) and provide enough light to balance a correct exposure time. Since this possibility is not available on portable digital microscopes, where the diaphragm is fixed, and consequently, the sharp field range is also fixed, it is necessary to use alternative solutions. For this purpose, the object is acquired from various focus planes by moving the microscope on the micrometric vertical rail to focus on different planes.

The lighting conditions, based on the polarised light of the microscopes, have been improved with the adoption of a LED illumination ring (Figure 5). The light does not directly affect the object because of the shape and the lens hood diffusing light source material; thus, diffused light conditions neutralize the shadow cones without variations in the intensity of shadows, lights, and colours.

With this system, two acquisition sets – one for the recto and the other for the verso of the tablet – averaging 250 captures each were required, for a total of about 1 hour of time needed.

One of the problems left open for the cuneiform tablet digital survey (and therefore for similar small objects with a not negligible thickness) is the impossibility to have the joined 3D model of the two faces (recto and verso) using the microscope dataset, although inclined acquisitions have been made. This particular and not trivial circumstance has forced us to take a further step forward. Having selected an object that, for its size and complexity, allows to stress the acquisition system and bring out its weaknesses, we understood how to deal with this critical issue by maintaining a low-cost approach.

Nevertheless, on this occasion, some key aspects are still more rigorously investigated to streamline the acquisition procedures and ensure a more rigorous workflow. A redesign of the acquisition hardware for this dimensional scale is required to allow you to have everything you would need in one single system for the photo modelling of tiny objects. It implies: calibrated stands to hold the object and at the same time ensure the metric accuracy, the rotating base to help you and speed up acquisitions, the lighting suitable for each situation. For this particular application, having already experimented with using a flat calibrated support, it was decided in a first step to implement the characteristics of the old calibrated plate by designing a new one. Subsequently, an alternative solution was tested, evaluating the possibility of using an adhesive pattern glued onto clamp support. Even in this second mode, therefore, it would have been possible to frame the metric references and the object at the same time, with the hope of further reducing surveying times.

Hence, first, the authors designed a calibrated plate built for these tests (Figure 3) and used it for the standard photogrammetric procedure needs (images alignment, self-calibration optimization, and scale). This calibrator is obtained with an EOS M270, via additive manufacturing of steel powder and consists of a circular plate characterized by a pattern of 279 truncated cone holes, with a countersink angle of 60° and a smaller base diameter of 0.35 mm. The calibrator accuracy, based on the 3D printing settings and the conformity of the actual position of the holes with respect to the project file, has been estimated at 0.1 mm, which can be assumed as an instrumental error value (i.e., markers accuracy). Therefore, each hole coordinates in a local reference system are known to the operator and can be imported into the project.

**Figure 4.** Setup configuration for the first acquisition test, included calibrator, its support and lighting system.
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The quality, speed, and cost-effectiveness of the two surveys conducted with the portable Dino-Lite digital microscope were compared to data obtained from the SCAN in a BOX structured light 3D scanner to have a reference model and check the overall geometrical dimensions of the photogrammetric reconstructions. The SCAN in a BOX (@2015 Open Technologies SRL) is equipped with two high-resolution industrial USB cameras and a high definition light projector (ASUS S1).

### Table 1. Survey data comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisition Geometry</th>
<th>Calibrated Plate Set</th>
<th>Screw Clamp Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aligned Cameras</td>
<td>506/518</td>
<td>718/718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparse Cloud</td>
<td>4.3x10^5 points</td>
<td>4.1x10^5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparse Cloud Filtered</td>
<td>3.8x10^5 points</td>
<td>2.1x10^5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense Cloud</td>
<td>10.4x10^5 points</td>
<td>8.3x10^5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Resolution</td>
<td>6.3μm/px</td>
<td>7.14μm/px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS Error</td>
<td>0.87 mm</td>
<td>0.027 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Time</td>
<td>4 h</td>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Detail of the positioning of the tablet in the clamp for the second acquisition test.

Figure 8. Different ability to focus on target and object at the same time using the calibrated plate (left) or the clamp (right).

Figure 9. Camera spatial positions during the calibrated plate (left) and screw clamp acquisition test (same time taken: 1h).
The registration was carried out in two steps, providing: first, a manual registration using homologous points and then a global registration by automatic alignment algorithms (ICP). The photogrammetric survey accuracy assessment was carried out using CloudCompare C2M cloud to mesh command. This tool searches, for each point being compared, the closer reference entity, thus defining a shift value of the first with respect to the second. The clouds obtained from photogrammetry were compared using the SCAN in a BOX model as a reference. Figure 11 shows the deviations among the clouds in false colours. Through the calculations performed it is noted that the mean and standard deviations from the reference do not exceed 0.3 mm for both photogrammetric models. This difference could have been determined by both the registration procedure and the higher resolution obtained from the photogrammetric survey.

Indeed the SCAN in a BOX mesh model is smoother and has less resolution (about 0.08mm). The results obtained using the calibrated plate are noticeably affected by greater deviations, due on the one hand to image alignment problems, which have also significantly increased the noise of the dense cloud, and on the other hand to the difficulty of joining the two sides of the tablet. This comparison suggests that the shape of our object requires different capture sets, with different inclinations of the microscope, probably much more than those made by rotating the object placed in the clamp. Therefore, the manual acquisition will be more challenging to consider a corresponding increase in processing time due to the need to perform the same photogrammetric workflow for each acquisition set and merge the different blocks. Therefore, we consider the result of the first test satisfactory both metrically and for an overall reading of the artefact, but the three-dimensional model, excessively noisy and needing interventions a posteriori, is not excellent for a complete user experience. However, it is believed that the calibrated plate remains a valuable tool when used for mostly flat objects and/or combined with SLR cameras and macro lenses, allowing for greater depth of field and wider angle of view. As acknowledged, in fact, a generally applicable geometric configuration for photogrammetric measurement cannot be defined (Luhmann et al., 2011) as this depends on the specific object to be detected. Nevertheless, having several alternative supports available allows the capture geometry to be quickly modified. Although also in the second test, it was necessary to turn the piece over and partially repeat the capture process for the occluded part, in order to achieve full digitization of the tablet, the results obtained using the clamp are very satisfactory.

In the post-processing phase, it was expeditious to align the partial scans and create a single 3D mesh of the complete object. For this second model, approximately 94% of the points are included in a smaller difference than +/- 0.1mm, versus around 40% of the previous (Figure 12). Noise is very low, limited only to certain portions of the object, and the final model is readable and complete, lending itself to wide dissemination: https://skfb.ly/o8GSr.

The two models comparison (Figure 13) highlights in detail that the model generated with the calibrated plate setup has problems both along the edges and in some parts of the main faces, with unnatural bulbs on the surface due to excessive noise. Indeed, in this case, the sparse cloud filtering – performed to detect and remove outliers and mismatches affecting the image orientation results – would have caused excessive data loss, returning equally noisy but severely incomplete three-dimensional reconstructions. In addition, in both cases, the uncertainty generated by the absence of Exif data must be considered as a further detrimental parameter for the alignment processes and the resulting issues.
Figure 11. Global deviations of the photogrammetric dense clouds obtained using the calibrated plate and the screw clamp as support, compared with the reference model of the SCAN in a BOX (recto and verso side view).

Figure 12. Global distribution detailed chart of photogrammetric cloud deviations from the reference model: in the central portion of the graphic, approximately 40% (left) and 94% (right) of the points are included in a difference of +/- 0.1mm.
Despite the problems within the framework of modern micro-technologies, the results from Dino-Lite are absolutely comparable in shape and size to the SCAN in a BOX, ensuring a slightly higher resolution and thus demonstrating that digital microscopes combined with an optimized setup can be effective and interesting tools for micro-photogrammetry.

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Having access to a low-cost system based on the principles of close-range photogrammetry, at the same time efficient and affordable, is, therefore, a still unmet need for those who want to share and circulate digital models of objects with particular reference to the scale of detail. In this sense, in order to meet this demand, there are still several key issues to be resolved not as mere executors but as proponents of new tools and technologies. Indeed, each object represents a uniqueness for which it is necessary to design a custom survey plan. Nevertheless, today it is possible to realize, at quite low costs, different interchangeable supports, equipped with calibrated patterns, in order to fix the object in the best way, to neutralize the shadow cones at the most and to guarantee the metric accuracy, which is the primary aim of the survey. Therefore, the main purpose of this research in the future will focus on implementing the design of three-dimensional calibrators to support the 3D reconstruction of tiny objects with a not negligible thickness. This will be followed by the characterization of the other necessary components, including, for example, the diffuse annular illumination, the support for the optical system and the rotating base, which at this stage have been combined in a still ‘rudimentary’ way.

These latest experimental tests conducted with the Dino-Lite instruments are valid to take a further step forward in an attempt to combine the various elements and solutions that make up a complete photogrammetric system, optimized for acquisition and ensuring the control of the subsequent management of the measurement data. Furthermore, there are interesting ideas for the three-dimensional documentation of very small artefacts that would otherwise be difficult to represent from this work in progress. Indeed, additional tests are already planned using more resolute and accurate active sensors to verify further the results achieved. In this way, it would be possible to replicate at low cost and with adequate accuracy the work of instrumentation that exceeds the cost of these microscopes with a relatively low effort.
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